
In the true trailblazing AGGS spirit, 2008 saw the introduction of

philosophy at Year 12, aiming to help students to acquire wisdom by thinking 

and asking. Confused? Good. The development of the subject has gone from 

strength to strength under the guidance of Libby Giles, social sciences teacher 

and general schoolroom philosopher. 

But 'why philosophy?' I don't hear you ask -  well, let me take the liberty of 

answering your imaginary question with a quote from Socrates, found in 

Plato’s Apology: “The unexamined life is not worth living.” From Socrates to 

Sartre, the girls were treated to a crash course in some of the most significant 

ideas of the past. Ideas of who and what we are and how we ought to live.  

We began to question conventional wisdom, challenge our own assumptions 

and find ways to help solve moral dilemmas. What is the good life?  What is 

real? If computers could think, would they have rights?  Can you love animals 

and eat them?

I know, it hurts my head too.   But by the end of the year, our budding 

intelligentsia were positively brimming with a new found air of sophistication, 

destined for a future of fancy parties with elegant conversation, fine wine and 

those little knives that are specifically for cutting cheese.

Eager for more, a few passionate students decided to continue the legacy by 

instituting the first AGGS Philosophy Club. We have been a select few in search 

of the meaning of life, with the occasional pearl of wisdom thrown in by the 

others who happen to eat lunch where we meet.  Thankfully we were joined by 

others who are pondering “the point” at the Philosophy Festival for secondary 

students put on by the University of Auckland at our school in July. Lecturers 

came, talked, and engaged us in questions of logic, art, punishment, free will 

and evil.  At the same time enlightening us and almost reducing us to 

paranoid, nervous, existentialist wrecks... Alas, the sweet mistress of 



philosophy was too tempting to give up, with many girls leaving this year 

intending to continue at a tertiary level.

There is a ground swell of interest in philosophy in secondary schools and we 

are proud to be at the cutting edge of that.  AGGS hosted the annual 

conference of the NZ Association of Philosophy Teachers in September.  Jordan 

Jowsey and I were able to attend and contribute to the writing of the national 

teaching and learning guidelines for philosophy.  Sharna Granwal and members 

of the Year 10 Sapere Aude group did us proud, impressing delegates with 

their unwavering responses to a pounding of socratic questioning by Dr David 

Legg of St Peter’s College.

So, to end with Socrates - “all I know is that I know nothing” - but one thing I 

sure know is that philosophy is fun and is here to stay at AGGS.  So get out of 

that cave, unplugged from the matrix and have a good look at what is real.  

Think and ask!

Rose Matafeo


